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The properties of InAs quantum dots (QDs) have been studied for application in intermediate band

solar cells. It is found that suppression of plastic relaxation in the QDs has a significant effect on

the optoelectronic properties. Partial capping plus annealing is shown to be effective in controlling

the height of the QDs and in suppressing plastic relaxation. A force balancing model is used to

explain the relationship between plastic relaxation and QD height. A strong luminescence has been

observed from strained QDs, indicating the presence of localized states in the desired energy range.

No luminescence has been observed from plastically relaxed QDs. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4958871]

I. INTRODUCTION

The realization of electron confinement in nanostruc-

tures has triggered the development of novel optoelectronic

devices. Quantum dots (QDs), made of a material with lower

bandgap than the surrounding semiconductor, create three-

dimensional potential wells that lead to carrier localization

and discrete energy levels. Unlike quantum wells and quan-

tum wires, the electronic states of the QDs are isolated from

the conduction and valence bands with a zero density of

states in between.1 QD-based structures have resulted in the

successful development and commercialization of single-

electron transistors,2–4 diode lasers,5–8 and photodetectors.9

Currently, there is much interest in the application of QDs

for intermediate band solar cells.

The use of an intermediate band has been proposed for

semiconductor solar cells in order to overcome the Shockley-

Queisser limit by increasing the photocurrent while preserving

the output voltage of the main semiconductor.10 This concept

may be achieved by introducing states in the bandgap, which

in sufficient densities overlap in space creating an intermedi-

ate band. Such intermediate band allows two additional transi-

tion paths for light absorption, with a theoretical efficiency

similar to a triple-junction solar cell connected in series.11 The

new transition paths are from the valence band to the interme-

diate band and from the intermediate band to the conduction

band, corresponding to two additional sub-bandgaps. A

detailed-balance model predicts optimum values of 1.96 eV

for the main bandgap, and 1.24 eV and 0.72 eV for the sub-

bandgaps, resulting in a photovoltaic efficiency of about 63%

under maximum solar concentration.12

The InAs QD system has been explored for applications

in intermediate band solar cells (IBSCs), taking advantage

from knowledge derived from other optoelectronic applica-

tions.13,14 A high density of InAs quantum dots embedded in

GaAs is expected to result in an intermediate band due to the

overlap of the three-dimensional confined states.15 A weak-

ness in the InAs/GaAs system is in the experimentally deter-

mined bandgaps (1.2, 1.0, and 0.2 eV)16 that differ from the

ideal values. AlxGa1-xAs alloys have been used as a matrix

to approach the optimum bandgap value.15,17 InxGa1-xAs

quantum dots with spherical symmetry,15 as well as fully

strained lens-shaped InAs QDs,17 have been reported to

approach the optimum sub-bandgap values. An important as-

pect of InAs QDs in an (Al)GaAs matrix is the large differ-

ence in lattice parameter between the QDs and the matrix.

The lattice mismatch is necessary for the formation of a two-

dimensional wetting layer followed by island (QD) growth,

described by the Stranski-Krastanov (SK) growth mode.18

However, the lattice mismatch strain can be relaxed by the

generation of misfit dislocations,19–21 which can degrade the

photocurrent in a QD photovoltaic device.15 In thin film epi-

taxy, plastic relaxation takes place after the film thickness

reaches a critical value.22 The height (thickness) of the QD

can be controlled using a thin capping layer to partially cover

the QDs, followed by a high temperature anneal.23 This pro-

cess, known in molecular beam epitaxy as indium flushing,

removes the top of the dots above the capping level, convert-

ing the dots into disks of approximately equal height. The
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use of this approach on InAs QDs grown on GaAs has been

reported to result in superior electric and optical properties.24

More recently, InAs QDs on AlGaAs using a similar ap-

proach, but grown by metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy

(MOVPE), have shown improved structure quality and opti-

cal response.17

In this report, we show that suppression of plastic relax-

ation has a significant effect on the optoelectronic properties

of InAs QD-based thin film structures. We use partial cap-

ping plus anneal to control the height of InAs QDs and to

suppress plastic relaxation. A force balancing model is used

to explain the relationship between plastic relaxation and

QD height. Strong luminescence from the strained QDs has

been observed, indicating the presence of localized states in

the desired energy range. No luminescence has been observed

from QDs that exhibit plastic relaxation.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The InAs/AlGaAs QD structure was grown by MOVPE

in an Aixtron AIX 200 horizontal reactor at 100 mbar on

n-doped (001) GaAs substrates, with a total hydrogen carrier

gas flow of 8 liters/min. Tri-methyl aluminum (TMAl), tri-

methyl gallium (TMGa), tri-methyl indium (TMIn), and

arsine (AsH3) precursors were used as Al, Ga, In, and As sour-

ces. CBr4 and SiH4 were used for p- and n-type doping. The

Al/III gas phase was calibrated for the growth of Al0.3Ga

0.7As layers, with a growth rate of 1 nm/s and a V/III ratio of

14.9. The growth of GaAs layers was at a rate of 0.65 nm/s, a

V/III ratio of 23.3, and a growth temperature of 630 �C. The

GaAs substrates were subjected to a de-oxidation pre-growth

treatment at 720 �C for 15 min with an AsH3 overpressure.

The growth sequence is as follows: A 500-nm-thick

Si-doped (1� 1018cm�3) n-GaAs buffer layer is grown at

630 �C on a GaAs (001) substrate, followed by a 300-nm-

thick n-type Si-doped (5� 1017cm�3) and a 100-nm-thick

undoped Al0.3Ga0.7As layers. The temperature is then low-

ered to 490 �C with a ramping time of �4 min, plus 1.5 min

at that temperature for surface stabilization. Next, the first

layer of InAs QDs is grown with a V/III ratio of 6.4, a

growth time of 2.4 s, and at an estimated growth rate of

0.7 nm/s. The dots are n-type doped using the same SiH4 flow

as was used to dope GaAs. After the QD growth, the tempera-

ture is maintained fixed for 12 s, and a GaAs capping layer is

grown at a constant temperature of 490 �C. The capping layer

thickness was varied from complete coverage with a 20-nm-

thick layer (sample A) down to partial capping with a 5-nm-

thick layer (sample B). The temperature is then raised to

630 �C with a ramping time of 4 min followed by 1.5 min set-

tling time for surface stabilization. Afterwards, a 90 nm

Al0.3Ga0.7As barrier is grown. Ten periods of the QDs, capping

layer, and AlGaAs barrier were deposited to produce the active

region in the device, shown schematically in Fig. 1. After the

active region, the temperature was kept at 630 �C to grow a

100-nm-thick p-doped (5� 1017 cm�3) AlGaAs layer, fol-

lowed by a 200 nm pþ-AlGaAs window layer, and a 30 nm

thick pþ-GaAs (2� 1018 cm�3) contact layer.

Cross-section samples were prepared for TEM by me-

chanical wedge polishing followed by argon-ion milling at a

2 kV accelerating voltage and liquid N2 temperatures. Two-

beam diffraction contrast TEM was performed in a Philips CM

200 instrument to determine the nature of local strain variation.

The morphology of the InAs dots was studied by scanning

transmission electron microscopy (STEM) using a high-angle

annular dark-field (HAADF) detector,25 in an aberration-

corrected JEOL ARM 200 scanning transmission electron mi-

croscope. Both instruments were operated at 200 kV.

Photoluminescence spectra were taken at low tempera-

tures (�10 K) using a diode-pumped solid-state (DPSS) laser

operated at 532 nm. The laser power level was varied be-

tween 0.5 and 6.4 mW, with a beam radius of �0.54 mm. A

liquid N2 cooled Ge detector was used to collect spectra in

the wavelength range from 800 to 1600 nm.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Control of the height of InAs dots

The STEM-HAADF images were produced under axial

illumination with transmitted electrons that are scattered into

high angles (90–150 mrad). Since the scattering angle depends

on the atomic number, brighter contrast is associated with

higher atomic numbers. Figure 2 shows images of two layers

of QDs for samples A and B. The QDs in sample A (Fig. 2(a))

are lens shaped, and most of them are fully covered by

the 20-nm-thick GaAs capping layer, which preserves the

QD shape during the annealing step. In the magnified image

(Fig. 2(b)), two bright contrast layers are observed below and

above the QD. The lower layer corresponds to the indium-rich

wetting layer that precedes the formation of the QD in the SK

growth mode. The upper layer results from trapping of indium

that is segregated during growth of the GaAs capping layer,26

and is blocked by the AlGaAs barrier.27 For sample B

(Fig. 2(c)), the dots have a uniform height resulting from the

5-nm-thick capping layer, with a flat top surface due to the

truncation of its top portion by the lateral diffusion induced by

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the thin film structure consisting of 10 periods

of InAs QDs with GaAs capping layers and Al0.3Ga0.7As barriers.
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the thermal annealing step. The magnified image (Fig. 2(d))

shows the SK wetting layer under the QD, and a bright layer

on top of the QD (which is thicker than in sample A). We

attribute the latter to diffused indium from the top portion of

the QD in addition to the trapped indium by the AlGaAs layer

described for sample A.

B. Suppression of misfit strain relaxation

A large difference in the microstructure resulting from the

capping-plus-anneal step is observed by TEM. The microstruc-

ture of the films was studied by two-beam diffraction-contrast

bright-field imaging, which shows contrast associated with

bent crystal planes due to strain. Threading dislocations were

observed associated with QDs with a capping thickness of

20-nm (sample A) but not for capping thickness of 5-nm

(sample B). In Fig. 3(a), sample A is viewed in cross-section

along the ½110� projection with g ¼ 2�20. It shows disloca-

tions emanating from some of the dots, forming a V-shape

pattern with branches lying on ð1�11Þ and ð�111Þ planes.

Similar patterns have been reported in the literature.28 The

dislocations show dark contrast under g ¼ 2�20, signifying

that the Burgers vectors have an edge component along

½1�10�. Thus, the segments of the dislocations lying on the

(001) plane of the InAs/AlGaAs interface have an edge

component that relaxes the misfit strain in a given QD.

The microstructure of sample B is shown in Fig. 3(b). The

two-beam diffraction contrast image shows no evidence of

threading dislocations, suggesting coherently strained QDs

embedded in the matrix.

At higher magnification, the QDs in sample A (Fig. 4(a))

show moir�e fringes perpendicular to the diffraction vector g
caused by the overlap along the electron beam projection of

the QDs with the surrounding lattice.29 The moir�e fringes

imply strain relaxation in the QDs, with loss of coherence

due to the presence of misfit dislocations. The image at

higher magnification for sample B (Fig. 4(b)) shows for each

QD two lobes of dark contrast with a bright region in the

middle (perpendicular to g). This is known as Ashby-Brown

contrast, which is typical for coherent precipitates where

FIG. 2. Cross-section high-angle annular dark-field STEM images of (a)

sample A (20 nm capping layer) with (b) a higher magnification image of a

single QD; and of (c) sample B (5 nm capping layer) with (d) a higher mag-

nification image of a single QD. Brighter contrast in these images corre-

sponds to higher average atomic numbers.

FIG. 3. Two-beam diffraction-contrast bright-field TEM images of the QD

region in (a) sample A and (b) sample B, taken under g ¼ 2�20 condition.

Threading dislocations are observed in sample A.

034301-3 Xie et al. J. Appl. Phys. 120, 034301 (2016)



symmetric bending of crystal planes is produced by elastic

strain and absence of strain relaxation.30

High-resolution HAADF images of two InAs QDs are

shown in Fig. 5. The smaller QD (Fig. 5(a)) does not show

dislocation loops, indicating a fully strained state as depicted

schematically (Fig. 5(b)). On the other hand, a 6-nm-high

larger dot (Fig. 5(c)) has misfit dislocation loops character-

ized by missing planes inside the QDs ending at the QD

boundaries. The resulting 60� dislocations are labeled in the

schematic diagram (Fig. 5(d)), some of which join to form

Lomer dislocations. In the figure, one dislocation fails to

form a loop and threads up towards the top surface.

To understand the misfit strain relaxation in InAs QDs,

we consider the forces acting on a misfit dislocation loop

surrounding the dot. One force is due to the misfit strain

promoting the creation of misfit dislocation loops and an-

other is the dislocation loop line tension aiming to mini-

mize the total length of the dislocations. We approximate

the problem by considering the InAs QD as a disk with two

surfaces parallel to the growth plane, with the disk height

determined by the capping layer thickness and the disk

diameter much larger than its height. Parallel segments of

the dislocation loops surrounding the disks form dipoles

(i.e., dislocations with equal but opposite Burgers vectors).

The segments lying on the top and bottom interfaces exert

an attractive force on each other.31 We use the model devel-

oped by Fischer et al.32 to calculate the critical separation

(QD height) at which the two forces are equal in magnitude.

The model deals with the relaxation of strained layers using

an equilibrium approach that includes the elastic interaction

of dislocation dipoles. In the original model, the dipole con-

sists of a real dislocation at a heterointerface plus an image

dislocation across a free surface. This method has been

used to correctly predict the critical thickness for strained

GeSi films on silicon.32 We use the same approach to deter-

mine the critical thickness for a double heterointerface as-

sociated with a buried InAs disk.

For simplicity, we assume in our calculations that the

dislocations in a dipole are aligned in the vertical direction.

This is an approximation since the dislocations in a dipole

lie on a {111} slip plane (Fig. 5(d)). Figure 6(a) shows the

alignment of 60� dislocation pairs separated by a distance h,

forming dislocation dipoles. For the lateral interaction, we

have also simplified by considering dislocations loops with

the same Burgers vector. The critical separation below which

the dislocation dipole loop collapses, hc, is calculated as a

function of lattice mismatch using the excess shear stress

given by the following equation:32

sexc ¼ cos k cos / ½2Gð1þ �Þ=ð1� �Þ�
� fe� ½b cos k=ð2Rh;pÞ�ð1þ bÞg ¼ 0; (1)

with

FIG. 4. Two-beam diffraction-contrast bright-field TEM images of QDs in

(a) sample A and (b) sample B, under g ¼ 2�20 condition. QDs in sample A

exhibit moir�e fringes. QDs in sample B show Ashby-Brown contrast.

FIG. 5. High-resolution HAADF images show the atomic arrangement of

(a) 3 nm and (c) 6 nm thick InAs dots, viewed in the [110] projection.

Schematic diagrams in (b) show the absence of dislocations, and in (d) the

location of dislocation loops around the QDs. 60� dislocations tend to com-

bine into Lomer dislocations (L). A dislocation loop (left) fails to wrap

around the InAs dot and threads towards the surface.

034301-4 Xie et al. J. Appl. Phys. 120, 034301 (2016)



b ¼ f½1� ð�=4Þ�=½4p cos2k ð1þ �Þ�glnðRh;p=bÞ; (2)

Rh;p ¼
4

h2
þ 4

p2

� ��1=2

; (3)

where k ¼ 60� is the angle between the Burgers vector and

the direction in the interface plane that is normal to the dislo-

cation line, / ¼ 35:3� is the angle between the slip plane

and the strained interface normal, G is the shear modulus,

� ¼ 0:35 is the Poisson ratio,33 e ¼ 2ða1 � a2Þ=ða1 þ a2Þ is

the lattice mismatch, b is the magnitude of the Burgers vec-

tor, and h is the separation between the two segments of the

dislocation dipole. p is the lateral separation between two

dislocations, which is a function of the lattice parameters of

the two materials, ðp ¼ a1 a2=ða1 � a2ÞÞ. The magnitude of

the Burgers vector of a 60� dislocation in InAs is b ¼ a=
ffiffiffi
2
p

¼ 0:428 nm.34 Note that h in the equation represents the dis-

tance between dislocations in the dipole, while in the original

Fischer’s equation it represents half that value.

In Fig. 6(b), the solid and dashed curves show hc for one

dislocation dipole ðp!þ1Þ and for an array of dislocation

dipoles corresponding to full strain relaxation. Using the lattice

parameters for InAs (0.6058 nm) and GaAs (0.5654 nm),34 we

obtain values of the lattice mismatch e¼ 0.069. and p¼ 8.5 nm.

Thus, the model predicts a critical thickness of 4 nm for InAs/

AlGaAs QDs. This is in agreement with TEM observations that

show the transition from strained to relaxed QDs occurs at a

height of about 6 nm. This explains the suppression of strain re-

laxation in QDs whose height is limited to 5 nm, below the crit-

ical thickness. We expect that the approximations mentioned

above will cause only a small difference in the resulting critical

thickness value. In fact, the difference between a single loop

and an array of loops is relatively small for a lattice mismatch

e¼ 0.069 (Fig. 6(b)).

C. Effect on the optical properties of the suppression
of misfit strain relaxation

Plastic relaxation is observed to have a negative effect

on the optical properties of the InAs QDs. This has been ob-

served in the photoluminescence spectra of our samples, tak-

en at 10 K and shown in Fig. 7(a). The emission peak at

1.49 eV corresponds to the GaAs capping layer; for which

the intensity of sample A is �0.4 times the intensity of sam-

ple B. We attribute the lower intensity to the presence of the

dislocations induced by plastic relaxation. A weak emission

is observed centered at �1.46 eV in both samples, which we

attribute to the InAs wetting layer. Another weak emission is

observed in sample A at 1.43 eV; which we attribute to the

In-rich layer that is present on top of the GaAs capping layer,

and appears as bright lines in Fig. 2(b). In sample B, the top

of the InAs dots is spread over the capping layer by the

annealing step, forming the In-rich layer on top of the GaAs

capping layer in Fig. 2(d). This layer is thicker than in sam-

ple A and emits with a peak at 1.39 eV. A strong emission is

observed in the 1.21–1.35 eV range for sample B, which

lacks dislocations, and present uniform dot height caused by

the annealing step. No such emission is observed in sample A,

FIG. 6. (a) Schematic diagram of the simplified model used to determine the

critical thickness. (b) Equilibrium force calculation of the critical thickness

as a function of lattice mismatch, for a single dislocation dipole and for a

periodic array of dislocation dipoles.

FIG. 7. (a) Photoluminescence spectra for relaxed QDs (sample A) and for

strained QDs (sample B). (b) QD photoluminescence spectra of sample B

for excitation power densities of 0.5 and 6.4 mW.
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which we attribute to dislocation acting as non-radiative re-

combination centers. The emission in sample B can be

assigned to ground-state and excited-state transitions in the

QDs.35 The dependence of this emission on excitation power

is shown in Fig. 7(b). The spectra have been normalized, tak-

ing the peak at 1.26 eV as a reference. The relative intensity

of the excited peak increases with excitation power, as

expected. The inter-sublevel energy spacing between the two

peaks (�50 meV) is in good agreement with reported experi-

ments and calculations.36–38 Indeed, the PL data, where sam-

ple B exhibits better optical properties with a stronger

emission corresponding to the QDs transitions, show that

high-efficiency QD nanostructure with the desired energy

level characteristics for intermediate band solar cells can be

achieved by suppression of the misfit-strain relaxation in

InAs QDs.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the transition from relaxed to

strained QDs grown by MOVPE can be controlled by partial

capping followed by annealing at higher temperatures. We

have successfully suppressed plastic strain relaxation in InAs

dots by depositing a 5-nm-thick capping layer followed by

annealing, which sets the height of the InAs dots below the

critical value for dislocation generation. The suppression of

plastic strain relaxation in the InAs dots is confirmed by the

presence of moir�e fringes for the relaxed dots and Ashby-

Brown contrast for the strained dots. The experimental

observations and the calculation of the critical height are in

good agreement, indicating the interplay between strain and

dislocation line tension. We have found direct evidence that

optical transitions in InAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As QDs are strongly

affected by the presence of defects associated with plastic

relaxation. The suppression of plastic strain relaxation by con-

trol of the QD height generates effective gap states for appli-

cations to optoelectronic devices. This is particularly useful

for intermediate band solar cells, in order to overcome the

standard solar cell efficiency limit and to achieve improved

harvesting of light for energy conversion.
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